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Summary of year 2 (2016 ﬁndings)
A total of 21 nests were located. Two of these nests were found with no eggs in, and one was found a�er a
preda�on event. A total of 63 eggs were observed: ﬁ�een full clutches comprising one nest with six eggs,
nine nests with four eggs, four nests with three eggs and one with two eggs. Two nests with two eggs and
three nests with one egg were predated before the assumed full clutch had been laid. The total of nests
which failed at the egg stage was 17. One was abandoned, two were badger predated, three were fox
predated, two were considered highly likely to have been badger predated, ﬁve were considered highly
likely to have been fox predated, one was trampled by sheep and three were lost to unknown predators.
A total of seven eggs from three clutches hatched and all chicks were tagged (one clutch of three chicks
and two clutches of two chicks). These three nests were protected during the second half of incuba�on
with electric an�-predator fences. None of the chicks survived: one chick was run over and killed by an
ATV approximately a week a�er hatching, three other chicks were known to have been predated and the
tags were retrieved. The other three chicks were assumed predated as tags could not be located and there
was no adult ac�vity to suggest the presence of chicks. One nest (not found) was assumed to have been
mown in a silage ﬁeld, although the evidence for this is circumstan�al.
Method
Field surveys/nest loca�on
The project ﬁeldwork started on the 14th April, a later date than last year as it was felt that searching
for nests earlier than this was unproduc�ve. The Field Ornithologists (FOs), Tony Cross (AVC) and David
Tompkins (DT) targeted a wider area during ﬁeld surveys than in 2015, owing to addi�onal resources.
Ini�ally, AVC searched for nests in the Western and Welsh part of the survey area and DT searched
for nests in the Eastern and English part. Nests were searched for by focusing on areas where curlew
had nested in 2015 or by using informa�on on territorial curlew behaviour from the three Community
Wildlife Groups’ bird surveys, undertaken from public rights of way, using Bri�sh Trust for Ornithology
methodology.
Pairs present in suitable breeding habitat were watched for signs of territorial behaviour that might
indicate that the pair had a nest or were due to lay imminently. Such behaviour included the presence
of a single curlew, birds chest rubbing to form a nest cup, birds bombing or chasing crows or birds ac�ng
as if they were eager to return to an area if they were disturbed. A roving approach to nest ﬁnding was
adopted, whereby birds were watched for signs of territoriality. If the pair showed no such behaviour, then
the surveyors moved to watch a diﬀerent pair. Birds were usually watched from vehicles where possible,
as the curlews typically behaved rela�vely normally when a vehicle was present, and this allowed the FOs
to get closer to curlew than would have been possible on foot.
Vehicles were posi�oned so that pairs could be watched from gateways or vantage points using binoculars
and telescope. In 2016, the grass was not too high at the start of the season, which meant watching birds
was rela�vely easy. However, as in 2015, it was diﬃcult to watch birds in areas where ﬁelds were small
and hedges were high or close together. When possible, the surveyors watched birds walk onto nests or
scanned ﬁelds for si�ng birds from a vantage point. When this was diﬃcult, tape lures were used to cause
birds to brieﬂy leave the nest, thereby making themselves visible. The tape lures comprised the “bubbling”
song and elicited strong responses from both male and female curlews holding territory. The tape lures
were used with restraint; they were used for a maximum of a few minutes at each territory per day and
were not used in wet weather or if members of the public were around. Although the tape lures provoked
a response and a subsequent use of energy by the curlew, they o�en allowed the FOs to watch birds walk
back to nest sites, without the prolonged disturbance associated with cold searching.
Cold searching was only used in three areas; only one nest was located using cold searching which was the
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nest in which no eggs were ever found. When cold searching was used, it was only during good weather.
In total, one nest was found by a farmer who was searching alongside AVC and DT, one nest was found
with the help of a skilled CWG volunteer and all other nests were found by AVC and DT.
Nest surveillance
Once found, clutches were weighed and measured and vegeta�on height around the nest cup was
measured to establish approximate sward height. If the nest was found with only one egg then the
surveyors returned in four to ﬁve days (a�er which a full clutch had usually been laid) to install a camera
at the nest site. Nests were monitored with either an RSPB custom designed remote camera or a Ltl Acorn
Trial camera. The RSPB cameras had a small and inconspicuous head and therefore were installed within
40 – 50cm of the nest cup, whereas the Trail cameras, with a bigger camera head, were placed between
1-2 metres from the nest cup. The camera of the RSPB camera was placed in the ground and a 5 metre
long slit was made in the ground with a spade, in which a cable was hidden, at the end of which a hole of
approximately 30cm by 40cm and 30cm deep was dug. The recording unit and a 12 volt lead acid ba�ery
were placed inside a plas�c box which was placed in the hole and then covered with the slab of turf from
the hole. The Trail cameras were simple to install; they were a�ached to ﬁbreglass tent poles or cut sapling
stocks and set at a height of about 30cm. They were powered by standard AA ba�eries which lasted about
four days, or with an external 6 volt lead acid ba�ery, which lasted about seven or eight days. Ba�eries and
SD cards were changed in both types of camera every four days, although if the Trail cameras were used on
mo�on sensor se�ngs, rather than standard three or four second �me lapse se�ngs, the SD cards could
last at least eight days between changes. A�er every camera was installed, the curlews were watched from
a distance to ensure they accepted the camera. Nest cameras were accepted by all adult curlew, with the
possible excep�on of nest site 8. This nest was abandoned and the cause is unknown. The abandonment
mirrors the abandonment of the same nest last year in similar circumstances. The nest was abandoned
four days a�er the camera was installed. It is possible that one adult accepted the camera but the other
adult did not. It should also be noted that there was frequent helicopter ac�vity close to this nest site
and in 2015 there was helicopter ac�vity on the day of abandonment. Further details will be given in the
individual nest account for nest site 8.
In addi�on to using cameras to monitor nests, Thermachron bu�ons were also used to monitor nest
temperatures. These showed when the si�ng adult stopped incuba�ng a�er a preda�on event. If this
happens during the night, it can be assumed that the predator was mammalian. This data is useful in cases
of camera failure. The bu�ons, shown below, are glued to the top of a 5cm nail, coloured with a black
permanent marker to make them inconspicuous and then pushed into the centre of the nest cup and
covered with some nest lining.

Thermachron bu�on shown
next to a 5 pence piece for size
comparison

RSPB nest camera in posi�on with female curlew head
visible to the bo�om le� of the camera.
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Nest monitoring
Nest monitoring was carried out with the minimum amount of disturbance possible in order to collect the
following data: clutch size, egg size and weight, hatching date and hatching success rate. In addi�on, nests
were visited to tag the chicks whilst they were s�ll in the nest cup (chicks leave the nest cup within 48 hours
of hatching). The main aim of the nest monitoring project is to study produc�vity and preda�on rates and
to explore viable methods of increasing produc�vity, so every eﬀort was made to ensure that monitoring
ac�vi�es would not increase the likelihood of nest preda�on. To avoid this, nests were only visited as o�en
and for as long as was strictly necessary to collect the required data. This aimed to minimise the extent to
which the adult curlews alarm-called, which could poten�ally alert predators to the presence of a nest.
Care was also taken not to leave a trail leading to the nest or expose the nest by ﬂa�ening the surrounding
vegeta�on, so nests were not visited in wet weather or when the grass was wet. When visi�ng nests, the
FOs walked in using diﬀerent routes each �me so as not to leave a regular scent trail and made every eﬀort
to restore any trampled grass when leaving the nest. Nest visits were only made in good weather so as to
avoid egg chilling, when no predators were in the vicinity of the nest and when no other human ac�vity
was occurring so as to avoid cumula�ve disturbance.
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Table showing nest visits made by ﬁeld ornithologists
Egg weights and measures
As the overall aim of the project was not only to study
produc�vity but also to inves�gate means of improving
produc�vity, the FOs were always mindful of the impact of
their monitoring work on produc�vity. However, weighing
and measuring eggs upon ﬁnding them and then weighing
them at each subsequent nest visit allowed us es�mate
hatching dates and iden�fy non-viable eggs. Es�ma�ng
hatching dates was important as it gave us an accurate
expecta�on of when chicks would be ready for tagging with
radio transmi�er tags. Egg length and width were measured
to the nearest 0.1mm using Vernier callipers, and eggs
were weighed to the nearest 0.1g using digital scales. Eggs
are likely to fail if handled roughly or exposed to shocks
or knocks, regardless of whether the shell is fractured.
Therefore they were always handled singly and with care
and then returned them to the same posi�on as they were
found.

Egg weighing during a nest visit
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Chick monitoring
As in 2015, all chicks that hatched were tagged with
Radio tag
Pip31 radio-transmi�ers supplied by Biotrack Limited.
These were ﬁ�ed under licence from the unconven�onal
marking methods panel of the Bri�sh Trust for
Ornithology. The agreed method was to s�ck the tag,
a�ached to a small gauze patch, to the down on the
back of the Curlew chicks using Copydex glue.
The technique has previously been used successfully by
the RSPB and GWCT researchers on Lapwing and Avocet
chicks with no associated problems (R. Bamford and A.
Hoodless pers comm). Chicks were located every four or
ﬁve days, weighed, measured and the tags checked for
secure ﬁ�ng. Chicks were watched from vantage points, Two chicks in hand immediately a�er ﬁ�ng
with tags
using the radio receiver and adult birds to locate them.
Adult monitoring
A colour-ringing project was ini�ated by AVC in a voluntary capacity in 2015 to look at nest site ﬁdelity
and adult survival rates in the local area. As there are so few nes�ng pairs we did not want to prejudice
breeding success by trapping adults at the nest. Instead birds were mist-ne�ed at a pre- and post-breeding season communal night-�me roost site on shingle islands in the nearby River Severn, at Dolydd Hafren.
In February/March numbers at this site can reach upwards of 140 and comprise both local breeding birds
and passage migrants. In spring 2015, 18 birds were colour-ringed using a plain orange ring on the right
�bia and an engraved yellow ring on the le� �bia with a two le�er code. Two males were subsequently
located at study nests that season. In the autumn of 2015 another 4 birds were colour-ringed along with an
addi�onal 41 in spring 2016. This work has con�nued and during nest searches in 2016 a total of 8 colourringed adults were iden�ﬁed in the study area including both of the males present in 2015. As Curlews are
so faithful to their breeding territories ongoing colour-ringing and re-sigh�ng should give a very reliable
measure of adult survival rates and the likelihood of lost birds being replaced.
In March 2016, two large females were also ﬁ�ed with 22g Argos GPS satellite tags supplied by Microwave
Telemetry. It had been hoped that these birds would be local breeding females but as it turned out both
were UK breeding birds. One relocated to the Forest of Bowland in Cumbria where her nest was located by
regional RSPB staﬀ, following up informa�on provided by the satellite tag. A�er failing to produce young
she relocated to the Blackwater Estuary in Southern Ireland. The other female appeared a�empt to nest on
Na�onal Trust land just north of Hay-on-Wye but the tag stopped transmi�ng in May 2016. It is feared this
bird is now dead, although the tag could have simply stopped working.
Experimental interven�ons
Two new methods of interven�ons were trialled this year: fencing around nest sites with electriﬁed an�predator fencing and applying Scoot fox repellent around nest sites.
An�-predator fencing: temporary electric fences were erected around three nest sites this year. Two of
these fenced areas were approximately 25 x 25m square, the other was approximately 100 x 100m square.
The fence consisted of three strands of mul�-stranded wire; the wire heights were set at 15cm, 30cm and
45cm from the ground and were secured on metal fencing stakes with adjustable insulators. Corner stakes
were pegged out with rope to tension the fence line. The fences were electriﬁed using 12 volt energizers.
Several brands were trialled including Speedrite and Gallagher energizers, which were powered with 12volt lead acid ba�eries (small 20Ah and larger 75Ah ba�eries were both used). The fences were erected by
AVC/DT when the curlew had laid a full clutch and therefore had commenced incuba�ng the eggs
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constantly. The erec�on of fences prior to a full clutch being laid was avoided, as the FOs were aware of
the possibility of adult curlew deser�ng a par�al clutch if disturbed. Fences were erected in good weather
and typically took 30 minutes to erect. Prior to erec�ng the fencing, a clean so� cloth was placed over the
eggs to avoid unnecessary chilling, and this was removed when AVC/DT le� the nest site. Once the fence
was erected, vegeta�on touching the wire was trimmed below the fence line with a pair of hand shears in
order to prevent the ba�ery from draining. A�er installa�on the adult curlew was watched back on to the
nest from a vantage point in order to assess whether they would accept the fence or not. At all three sites
the curlews were aware of the fence and appeared wary of it, but had commenced incuba�on within 20
minutes of AVC/DT leaving the nest site. One adult curlew walked underneath the bo�om wire of the fence
on one of the 25 metre fences and at the other fence the adult curlew appeared to take a short ﬂight over
the fence to the nest site.
The ba�ery condi�on was checked with a voltage metre every �me a nest visit was made, typically every
four to ﬁve days. Even a�er wet weather, when grass was touching the fence, ba�ery condi�on remained
high. Only one smaller 20Ah ba�ery required charging a�er two weeks, and the larger 75Ah ba�eries did
not require charging as voltage never fell below 12.5 volts. Vegeta�on was trimmed at each 25 metre fence
10 days a�er installa�on prevent excess charge draining from the ba�ery. The larger fence was trimmed
a�er 10 days using a petrol powered strimmer, which was done by the farmer in around 20 minutes.

Photo: detail of electric fence used at nest site 4.
Scoot applica�on: Scoot is a purpose made commercially available fox repellent. It is a non-toxic
biodegradable powder that is mixed with water and sprayed in an exis�ng fox territory. It is designed to
imitate the scent of a rival fox, so that the fox, upon smelling the Scoot, gets the impression that a rival fox
has taken over that part of its territory and avoids the area. Scoot was mixed as per the manufacturer’s
instruc�ons and applied around 3 nest sites. At each site it was sprayed on the grass in a 25 metre ring
around the nest site. Details of dates of applica�on to these 3 nest sites and the results are given in
individual nest results below.
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Results
Breeding surveys
A total of 28 territories were located and observed during the spring within or just on the border of the LPS
area.
Nest loca�ons
From these 28 territories a total of 21 nest sites were iden�ﬁed during the year. One of these nests was a
properly formed scrape that did not contain eggs when found or checked a�erwards; it may have never
contained eggs or the eggs may have been predated during laying. One other nest was found empty but
with a predated egg within 10 metres of the nest cup. The other 19 nests were all observed with eggs. The
loca�on of the nests, as well as al�tude, vegeta�on type and height, habitat, land use, interven�ons used
and details of failure or preda�on are all included in the summaries of individual nests sec�on.
Nest surveillance
Of the 19 nests that were found with eggs in them, 14 had cameras successfully installed. Eleven of these
nests had RSPB type cameras installed and three had Acorn type trail cameras. Five of the 11 nests with
RSPB cameras also had Acorn type trail cameras installed for all or part of the incuba�on period. These
were installed on these ﬁve occasions either because there were problems with the RSPB cameras or to
give a wider view of the nest area. This year all curlew appeared to accept nest cameras, with the possible
excep�on of nest site 8 (see individual nest accounts). Thermachron bu�ons were installed in eight nests
this year. Bu�ons were not installed in some of the earliest nests found due to ini�al problems with
so�ware for se�ng up the bu�ons. They gave evidence for nocturnal mammalian nest preda�on at one
nest, where the camera failed to record the preda�on incident.
On ﬁve occasions nests were predated before cameras were installed. On four of these occasions camera
installa�on was delayed as the nests were found with one or two eggs in them. We were reluctant to install
cameras on these nests as we felt the nest bond may be weak and installa�on of a camera may cause the
curlew to abandon the nest.
Eﬀec�veness of cameras in recording preda�on events
Both the RSPB type and Acorn trail cameras successfully recorded preda�on events this year, but as in 2015
some preda�on events were missed by the cameras. RSPB type cameras missed two preda�on events; one
of these events (at nest site 2) was possibly missed because the camera was not set up correctly, as footage
was taken before and a�er the event, but not during the event. The other event (at nest site 5) appears
to have been missed because the camera ba�ery was in poor condi�on and was not holding its charge
as expected. The footage on this camera showed as blank or fuzzy images a�er ini�ally recording normal
images of the incuba�ng bird. This seems to occur when there is insuﬃcient voltage going to the camera
recording unit. One preda�on event was missed, or at least only a scavenging event was witnessed a�er
the ini�al preda�on event because the RSPB camera had to be replaced with a trail camera at short no�ce.
This was necessary as the RSPB camera unit was ﬂooded out in heavy rain, causing the hole containing the
camera unit to ﬁll with water and render the camera inoperable. We were wary of placing this trail camera
too close to the nest for fear of causing the bird to desert. As such, the main preda�on event was missed
by this trail camera as the grass grew quickly and obscured the nest. One other preda�on event was missed
by an Acorn trail camera when the new Duracell ba�eries unexpectedly lost charge a�er two days. The
preda�on event happened some�me between the camera failing a�er two days and a nest check four days
a�er installing the camera. This camera was on a �me lapse se�ng, taking a picture every three seconds,
and although this se�ng drains ba�eries faster than standard mo�on sensor se�ngs, ba�eries had
previously lasted at least four days using this se�ng.
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On the whole, vegeta�on growing up and obscuring the camera view was not a major issue this year (as
it was in 2015). This may have been less of an issue as the Assistant Field Ornithologist (DT) was able to
devote more �me to maintaining the cameras than the Field Ornithologist (AVC) would have been able to
alone.
Reliability of using nest site evidence in iden�fying predators
Nests 17 and 19 were iden�ﬁed as having been predated by a badger while nest 7 was iden�ﬁed as having
been predated by a fox on the basis of visual evidence. This evidence for the badger preda�on was the
presence of broken egg shell coupled with a trampled nest cup and surrounding grass. This was seen at
the two nest sites where badgers were recorded on nest cameras. These signs were not seen at any nest
site that had been recorded being predated by foxes. However, other mustelids have been noted to leave
similar remains a�er preda�ng wader nests. For this reason, badger preda�on is noted as highly likely, but
not absolutely certain.

Photo le� from nest 9 with conﬁrmed footage of badger preda�on showing smashed eggs and
trampled nest cup. Photo right from nest 17 without conﬁrmed footage of badger predata�on but
showing similar nest remains.

Visual evidence for fox preda�on was not quite as strong as for badger preda�on. It chieﬂy consisted of an
empty nest cup, with no signs of damage to the cup and with no broken egg shell fragments in the vicinity
of the nest. On the three occasions where foxes were recorded preda�ng nests, there were no broken egg
shell fragments or trampled grass in the vicinity of the nest site. This may mean that the foxes have carried
the eggs (unbroken) away from the nest site without leaving any signs. A fox is recorded at nest 14 on three
separate occasions over the course of 11 minutes. This may have been because the fox was carrying eggs
away separately, or at most two at a �me, from this nest of four eggs. It is possible though, that a clean,
un-trampled nest cup with no broken egg fragments nearby could also be le� a�er a corvid preda�on
event. However, while volunteering in 2014 on a windfarm research project with the RSPB at Dun Law Wind
Farm, Midlothian, Scotland, DT visited several curlew nests that had been predated by crows. Most of the
predated eggs remained within c.10 metres of the nest cup and had characteris�c bill holes through the
shell of the egg (D Tompkins., pers. comm.). Therefore preda�on events which are missed by cameras and
present these signs have been noted as likely to be fox preda�on, although there is not enough evidence to
categorise them as highly likely.
Clutch size and egg survival to hatching
Clutch size was taken as the maximum number of eggs recorded in a nest on at least two occasions several
days apart, or at least a week a�er the nest had been located with eggs already present. Fourteen (11 in
2015) clutch sizes were obtained, 1 x 6*, 9 x 4 and 4 x 3 and 1 x 2, with a mean of 3.6 (3.18 in 2015). There
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was concern that the clutch size of 3.18 in 2015 was lower than the na�onal average, this appears not to be
the case in 2016. Of the 19 nests located with eggs, 89% (17) failed during the incuba�on stage. One nest
was abandoned for unknown reasons not connected to the camera installa�on, two nests were deﬁnitely
predated by badgers, three nests were deﬁnitely predated by foxes, two were highly likely to have been
predated by badgers, ﬁve were likely to be predated by foxes, one was trampled or eaten by sheep and
three were taken by unknown predators. Further details of nest preda�on events are given in the individual
nest accounts sec�on.
*The clutch of six eggs is assumed to be the result of two females laying in the same nest cup.
Survival rates of hatched chicks
Only three of the 19 nests located with eggs (11%) successfully hatched chicks. In each of these three nests
there was an infer�le egg. One nest hatched three chicks and the other two each hatched two chicks. One
of these infer�le eggs was thought to have a minor crack in the shell, which may have prevented successful
development. These three nests hatched a total of seven chicks (1x3, 2x2), none of these chicks survived to
ﬂedging stage. One chick was accidentally crushed by an ATV, one was almost certainly predated by a fox,
and the remaining ﬁve chicks were taken by unknown predators. Further details of hatching and survival
are given in the individual nest accounts sec�on.
Eﬀec�veness of experimental interven�ons
An�-predator fencing: all of the three nests that were fenced with electric fencing hatched chicks, in each
of these nests one egg was infer�le or did not develop fully.
Farmer awareness: although aler�ng farmers to the presence of nests was not an experimental
interven�on, it was a signiﬁcant factor in the ﬁnal fate of many of the nests observed. Land managers or
farmers were aware of 18 out of 21 nests found this year, and made considerable eﬀorts to avoid disturbing
these nests. Land managers were not aware of the loca�on of three nests. Two of these were never found
with a complete clutch of eggs in them and another nest was on common land on which the land managers
were not able to be alerted before the nest was predated. Of the 18 nests, six of these nest sites would
almost certainly have been physically damaged (regardless of preda�on events) by mechanical ac�vi�es
had the farmer not been made aware of the nest’s presence. In addi�on to these six nests, one nest site
would probably have been physically damaged by muckspreading and one nest had approximately a one in
four chance of being damaged by a tractor spreading fer�lizer granules.
Ac�vity
Nests at risk

Rolling
3

Mowing
3

Muckspreading
1

Fer�lizer applica�on
1

Table showing number of nests at risk from various farming ac�vi�es were farmers to be unaware of the
nests and their loca�on
Other factors to be taken into considera�on
Weather and grass growth
The ﬁeld ornithologists, along with various farmers, felt that the grass in many pasture, hay and silage ﬁelds
was short and slow to grow this spring, which may have caused the grass not to be at the ideal height to
conceal nest sites. The ﬁeld ornithologists felt that cold weather in April was a possible reason for the lack
of grass growth. However, the weather for March, April and May was very close to the long term average in
the Midlands region and Wales; periods of sunshine were between 105% and 120% of the average in these
months across the Midlands and Wales. Temperature was almost exactly equal to the average in March
and April, and in May the temperature was 1.5oC and 1.8oC higher than the average in the Midlands and
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Wales respec�vely. Rainfall was only slighter higher than the average in Wales for the months of March,
April and May. In the Midlands rainfall was 140% of the average in March, but was closer to the average in
April and May, at 119% and 117% of the average, respec�vely (Met Oﬃce, 2016). If the grass was shorter or
slower to grow than expected in 2016, it seems unlikely that this was due to a cold spring.
In 2015 it was also felt that grass growth was slow and may have made nest sites more visible to predators.
The Field Ornithologist felt that this was due to a lack of rainfall in late March and April 2015, which may
have also made foraging condi�ons diﬃcult in the dry ground. This appears to have been the case, as
rainfall was 84% and 87% of the long term average in March for the Midlands and Wales, respec�vely.
In April rainfall was signiﬁcantly lower, at 42% and 43% of the average for the Midlands and Wales (Met
Oﬃce, 2016). Therefore in hindsight, weather condi�ons for the curlew breeding season were rela�vely
normal in 2016, but abnormal in 2015.
Rela�onships between nest site and habitat factors and nest outcome
The rela�onships between both the area of nest site ﬁelds and the distance of the nest from hedgerows
or ﬁeld margins, and the outcome of the nest were explored. There is no clear rela�onship between either
of these factors and the outcome of the nest. Any rela�onships may be masked by a small sample size
and by fences being installed on some nests and not on others. The average size of nest site ﬁelds was 9.4
hectares and the average distance of nest sites from hedgerows or ﬁeld margins was 73 metres (distances
measured to the nearest 5 metres using aerial imagery). Any rela�onship between predator type and ﬁeld
size, distance of nest from ﬁeld margin and ﬁeld habitat type was also inves�gated. Our data shows no
rela�onship between these factors. Neither foxes nor badgers showed any preference or associa�on with
ﬁeld habitat types, ﬁeld size or distance of nest sites from ﬁeld margins. If the data did appear to point to a
rela�onship between these factors, it is not robust enough to draw signiﬁcant conclusions, considering the
rela�vely small number of nests studied.
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Individual nest reports
In this sec�on of the report the outcome of each individual curlew nest is expanded upon. This includes
main foraging areas and important land use ac�vi�es taking place in that area. As the ﬁeld ornithologists
could not be at every nest site every day, there may be slight discrepancies in the dates given for some land
use ac�vi�es, as some dates are given as the closest es�mates possible.
Photographs of the nest site are shown were possible, along with important images captured by nest or
trail cameras.
Key to Curlew nest maps
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 1
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 1

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

23rd April

Number of eggs laid

4 (2 addi�onal eggs assumed laid by another female)

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Rough grass

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

Sheep

Livestock present a�er laying

Sheep

Type of surveillance used

Trail Camera, RSPB nest camera, Thermachron

Outcomes

Predated by a badger 25 days a�er being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015

Predated at egg stage by a fox (on visual nest evidence)

Other factors

Low density sheep grazing on site

Notes on nest site 1
This nest contained six eggs; two of these eggs are thought to have been laid by a separate female curlew
between 6th and 12th May. The nest camera pictures shown on the next page show a badger preda�ng
the nest, 25 days into incuba�on. If necessary, further pictures of the badger preda�on are available on
request.

Photo showing nest site 1 before preda�on event
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Photos showing adult curlew incuba�ng and badger preda�ng nest site 1
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 2 and 12 (relay of nest 2)
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 2

Nest 12

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

23rd April

13th May

Number of eggs laid

4

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

0

Nest site habitat

Improved silage

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

25-30cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

none

Type of surveillance used

RSPB nest camera

RSPB nest camera

Outcomes

Predated by unknown predator within 6 days of being
found

Adult ﬂushed oﬀ nest by fox, nest
abandoned and eggs eaten by crow 5
days a�er being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No, nest two ﬁelds north

no relay nest in 2015

Outcome in 2015

failed at chick stage, unknown predator

n/a

Other factors

Camera missed preda�on event

none

Notes on nest site 2
The ﬁrst nest was predated 6 days into incuba�on by what was believed to have been a fox, as the nest
cup was clean and there were no egg fragments (extensive evidence of damage is o�en the case in badger
preda�on). The nest camera failed to pick up this preda�on event, possibly because the ba�ery condi�on
was poor. There was an a�empted preda�on of the adult curlew on the relay nest by a fox, 5 days into
incuba�on. The fox le� without ea�ng the eggs. There was no sign of the fox having taken the adult. A�er
this preda�on event, the adult curlew abandoned the nest. A day later, a crow took the abandoned eggs.

Photos showing preda�on event at nest site 12 by what appears to be a fox, with foot
circled (note it is present in all photos apart from that showing the curlew leaving the
nest site)
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outline of fox face

Set of photos showing a corvid taking abandoned eggs a�er fox preda�on a�empt
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 3
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 3

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

22nd April

Number of eggs laid

2

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

none used

Outcomes

Predated by an unknown predator, likely to be a fox, within
8 days of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015

Failed at chick stage, unknown predator

Other factors

nest within 10 metres of a well used fox/badger trail

Notes on nest site 3
The farmer found this nest with the help of the two ﬁeld ornithologists. The farmer was rolling the ﬁeld at the
�me so, a�er ﬁnding the nest, rolled around it. At that point there were only two eggs in the nest. Therefore,
the ﬁeld ornithologists waited a week before pu�ng a camera on the nest to prevent it being abandoned. In the
mean�me, the nest was predated. It is assumed this may have been a fox as the nest cup was clean with no egg
fragments anywhere, though this is based on visual examina�on of the nest remains.

Photo of nest site 3 a�er preda�on
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 4
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 4

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

2nd May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

3

Nest site habitat

Hay meadow

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Thermachron and RSPB camera

Outcomes

1 chick predated by fox, 1 killed by an ATV, 1 killed by unknown mammal, all dead within 7 days of hatching

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015?

n/a

Other factors

Nest fenced with predator proof fence

Notes on nest site 4
This nest was fenced with a three strand electric predator fence, of approximately 100x100 metres. The
landowner was keen to make the fence as large as possible to improve the chances of the curlew nes�ng
successfully. Three chicks hatched from this nest, and they were all tagged with radio-transmi�er tags to
allow monitoring of their movements and survival to be carried out. The tag and BTO metal leg ring of one
chick were found 100 metres from the nest site three days a�er hatching; it was assumed to have been
predated by a fox. Another chick was found crushed in an ATV track in a ﬁeld approximately 200 metres
from the nest site seven days a�er hatching.

Photo of nest site 4 with four eggs
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Photos showing chicks leaving nest site 4 (infer�le egg remains in nest cup)
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 5
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 5

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

2nd May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved grassland

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

RSPB camera

Outcomes

Nest predated by unknown predator, likely to be a fox, within 10
days of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015?

n/a

Other factors

Half of nest ﬁeld muckspread on day of ﬁnding the nest (2nd May)

Notes on nest site 5
This nest was found on the 1st May, as the landowner was muck spreading the ﬁeld. A ﬁeld ornithologist
arrived on site as the ﬁeld was being muck spread and fortunately found the nest shortly before the
landowner had reached that part of the ﬁeld with the tractor and muck spreader. The nest was predated
but the camera did not record the preda�on event. The nest cup was clean and there was no sign of broken
egg shells. It was therefore assumed to have been predated by a fox, although this is based on visual
examina�on of the nest remains.

Photo of nest site 5 before preda�on
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Photo of nest site 5 a�er preda�on
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 6
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 6

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

3rd May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved grassland

Sward height at laying

12-15cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

Sheep

Type of surveillance used

Thermachron and RSPB camera

Outcomes

1 chick predated by fox, 1 killed by an ATV, 1 killed by unknown mammal,
all dead within 7 days of hatching

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Unknown

Outcome in 2015?

n/a

Other factors

Nest trampled and possibly eaten by sheep, 13 days a�er being found

Notes on nest site 6
Upon ﬁnding the nest there were no sheep in the nest ﬁeld. Two days later around 30 sheep were put in to
graze the ﬁeld; a week later approximately 70 extra sheep were put into the ﬁeld. Three days later the nest
had failed due to sheep damage, 13 days into incuba�on.

Photo showing damage to eggs; one egg missing and one egg showing large dent with
blood on the surface of the egg shell.
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Photos showing adult curlew incuba�ng shortly before a sheep appears at nest site
6, with its mouth directly over the nest cup
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 7
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 7

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

5th May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Hay meadow

Sward height at laying

30-35cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

RSPB nest camera, trail camera, Thermachron

Outcomes

Nest predated by unknown mammalian predator 8 days
a�er being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015?

n/a

Other factors

Camera failed to pick up ini�al preda�on

Notes on nest site 7
It is thought this nest was probably a relay from the failed nest site 3. The nest ﬁeld was rolled, but the
landowner avoided the nest, as the ﬁeld ornithologists showed the landowner the loca�on of the nest.
The trail camera failed to pick up the preda�on event, although a magpie was shown at the nest site on
the morning of 14th May. It is believed that the magpie was scavenging a�er an earlier preda�on event.
The Thermachron showed that the temperature of the eggs dropped suddenly and stayed low at 11pm on
13th May; this is almost certainly because the adult was ﬂushed oﬀ the nest by a mammalian predator. It is
assumed that a fox ﬂushed the adult as the nest cup was undisturbed and free from broken eggs fragments.

Photo of nest site taken on the 5th May
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Magpie at nest site, probably a�er ini�al preda�on event

Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 8
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 8

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

5th May

Number of eggs laid

3

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

20-25cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Thermachron and RSPB camera

Outcomes

Nest abandoned 7 days a�er being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015?

Abandoned at egg stage

Other factors

Helicopter traﬃc frequent close to nest site

Notes on nest site 8
This nest was abandoned seven days a�er it was found with no obvious evidence to suggest why
this happened. The adults returned to the nest a�er the camera was installed and did not appear to
be disturbed by it. Although, it is possible that one of the pair did not fully accept the camera and
subsequently the nest was only incubated by one adult. Thermachron data shows that the nest cup
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temperature was more variable and cooler than at other nests, sugges�ng that incuba�on was not
consistent, possibly because it was only properly incubated by one of the pair. If only one adult was
incuba�ng, that bird may have given up incuba�on if the other bird was not involved.
There is no footage to suggest that the adult was scared oﬀ the nest by a preda�on a�empt by a fox, as
was the case with nest site 12. Another possible explana�on could be that the birds were disturbed by
helicopter ac�vity, as the RAF used the area above the nest site as a regular ﬂight path to a landing training
site which was within 1km of the nest site. Single helicopters were seen around 200 metres above the nest
site on several occasions; typically the helicopter would ﬂy slowly over the nest site while travelling towards
a landing site around 1km to the east of the nest site. Birds were never seen or heard alarm calling while
a helicopter was close, but neither David nor Tony were close enough to the nest to witness this ac�vity
properly during periods of helicopter ac�vity.

Photo of the nest a�er abandonment with close-up of egg highlighted
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 9
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 9

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

5th May

Number of eggs laid

3

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved grassland

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Thermachron, trail camera and RSPB camera

Outcomes

Nest predated by badger within 12 days of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Assumed to have nested, but nest not found

Outcome in 2015

unknown

Other factors

Nest very close to well used badger trail

Notes on nest site 9
This nest ﬁeld was fertlised on the 12th May. One of the ﬁeld ornithologists showed the grazier where the
nest was, so that he could avoid the area when driving around the ﬁeld. The nest was predated by a badger
12 days a�er ﬁnding it. It was expected this might happen as the nest was close to a badger trail. Images
were captured of badgers using the trail with a trail camera and the trail was approximately ﬁve metres
from the nest.

Photo of nest 9 following preda�on event
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Photos showing sequence of badger preda�on images at nest site 9

Photo showing remains of eggs at nest site 9 following badger preda�on
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 10
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 10

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

7th May

Number of eggs laid

3

Number of eggs hatched

2

Nest site habitat

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Thermachron and RSPB camera

Outcomes

Chicks predated by unknown predator within 7 days from
hatching

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Assumed to have nested, but nest not found

Outcome in 2015

unknown

Other factors

Nest fenced with predator proof fence

Notes on nest site 10
This nest was fenced with a 25x25m fence a day a�er the ﬁeld was cut for silage. The contractors mowed a
25 metre square around the nest site, which allowed the ﬁeld ornithologists to put the fence up over short
cut grass which would not short the fence out. Two chicks hatched from this nest, one egg appeared to be
infer�le and remained unhatched. The two chicks were tagged with radio-transmi�er tags to allow their
movements to be followed. There was no evidence of them having survived ﬁve days a�er hatching. The
tags were not found and the adults were not in the nest area a�er this period.

Photo showing nest site 10
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Photo of chick taken at approximately two days old

Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 11
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 11

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

12th May

Number of eggs laid

1

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Hay meadow

Sward height at laying

25-30cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

none

Outcomes

Nest predated by unknown predator within 4 days of being
found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015

n/a

Other factors

Camera not installed as full clutch not reached in �me

Notes on nest site 11
This nest was found with one egg in it on the 12th May. The ﬁeld ornithologists wanted to wait at least four
days before a�emp�ng to install a nest camera to prevent the nest being abandoned before the full clutch
was laid. When they returned four days a�er ﬁnding the nest, it had been predated and there was no sign
of any eggs.
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Photo showing nest site 11 before preda�on event

Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 13
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 13

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

14th May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved grassland

Sward height at laying

20-25cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Predated before camera put in place

Outcomes

Nest predated by unknown predator within 2 days of being
found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Unknown

Outcome in 2015

n/a

Other factors

none
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Notes on nest site 13
This nest was found on the 14th May and the ﬁeld ornithologists returned on the 16th May to install a nest
camera but the nest had already been predated. When approaching the nest site at around 1600 hours on
the 16th May, one of the ﬁeld ornithologists heard the male and female curlew alarm calling loudly close
to the nest site. This may have meant that the nest had been predated shortly beforehand. No eggs or egg
fragments were found at the nest site.

Photos showing nest site 13 before preda�on event
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 14 and 19 (relay nest)
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 14

Nest 19 (relay nest)

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

14th May

24th May

Number of eggs laid

4

1

Number of eggs hatched

0

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved grassland

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

20-25cm

15cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

none

Livestock present a�er laying

cows

none

Type of surveillance used

Trail camera

none

Outcomes

Nest predated by fox, possibly disturbed by cow
before being predated, 4 days a�er being found

Nest predated, almost certainly by badger
within 3 days of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

no relay nest in 2015

Outcome in 2015

Predated at chick stage, unknown predator

n/a

Notes on nest site 14
Several events occured at this nest site on the night of the 15th-16th May. At 2041 on the 15th one of the
curlews appears to be chasing a crow away from the nest site. Later, at 2103, a cow appears at, or very
close to, the nest site (the curlew appears not to be on the nest), but a curlew is back on the nest at 2143.
Later, at 0049 on the 16th, a fox appears at the nest site. It then reappears at the nest at 0058 and again
0101. The fox may have visited three �mes to make separate trips to carry away individual eggs. As the
curlew was on the nest a�er the cow disturbance but not a�er the appearance of the fox at the nest, we
must conclude that the fox was the predator of the eggs.
The relay nest (nest 19) of this pair was found on the 24th May, but when the ﬁeld ornithologists returned
on the 25th May to install a nest camera, the nest had been predated. It is believed the predator was
a badger as there were smashed egg fragments in the nest, exactly as were seen in recorded badger
preda�ons at other nests.

Photo showing nest 14 before preda�on event
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Photo showing nest 19 (relay nest) a�er preda�on event

Sequence of events with the adult curlew possibly chasing a crow, returning to the
nest, being disturbed by cows, and then the appearance of a fox at the nest a few
hours later.
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 15
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 15

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

15th May

Number of eggs laid

4

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Boggy rush

Sward height at laying

20-30cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

Two trail cameras

Outcomes

Nest predated by fox 8 days a�er being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015

Empty scrape found

Other factors

none

Notes on nest site 15
This nest had two trail camera on it as the ﬁeld ornithologists were keen to ensure that any preda�on
which happened was caught on a nest camera. The cameras managed to get two shots of what appears to
be a fox preda�ng the nest six days a�er it was found.

Photo showing nest 15 before preda�on
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Image at nest site 15 showing the head of the fox coming into view in the top image, followed by the body and tail of the fox shown in the bo�om image
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 16
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 16

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

16th May

Number of eggs laid

3

Number of eggs hatched

2

Nest site habitat

Rough grass

Sward height at laying

25-30cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

Ca�le (a�er hatching)

Type of surveillance used

RSPB nest camera, trail camera, Thermachron

Outcomes

Chicks predated by unknown predator, within 7 days
of hatching

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015

n/a

Other factors

Nest fenced with predator proof fence

Notes on nest site 16
This nest was fenced with a predator proof electric fence. Two chicks hatched from this nest; the other egg
appeared to be infer�le. These chicks were located once, four days a�er leaving the nest, but no further
signals from the radio transmi�er tags on the chicks were recorded a�er this date. It is believed that the
chicks were predated as there is no evidence to suggest that the chicks survived.

Photo of nest site 16 showing predator fence in the landscape
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Photos showing: top: nest in landscape
se�ng; bo�om: eggs star�ng to hatch

Photos showing: le�: chick under adult curlews wing; right: shortly a�er second chick
hatched.
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 17
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 17

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

14th May

Number of eggs laid

2

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Improved silage

Sward height at laying

15-20cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

none

Livestock present a�er laying

none

Type of surveillance used

none

Outcomes

Nest predated, almost certainly by a badger within 2
days of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015

Predated at egg stage by a fox (on visual nest evidence)

Other factors

Camera not installed as full clutch not reached in �me

Notes on nest site 17
The ﬁeld ornithologists found this nest with two eggs in it. When they returned two days later to install a
camera on the nest they found the nest had been predated. Visual evidence suggests this was a badger
as crushed egg fragments were found at the nest and there was trampling around the nest. This has been
seen before at nests with recorded badger preda�on.

Photo showing egg remains a�er preda�on event at nest site 17
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Photo showing grass disturbed by predator movements and curlew egg fragments
(circled) at nest site 17
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 18
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 18

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

16th May

Number of eggs laid

2

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Rough grass

Sward height at laying

20-25cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

Sheep (low numbers)

Livestock present a�er laying

Sheep (low numbers)

Type of surveillance used

Trail camera

Outcomes

Nest predated by unknown predator within 3 days
of being found

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Assumed to have nested but no nest found

Outcome in 2015

unknown

Other factors

Camera failed to pick up preda�on event

Notes on nest site 18
This nest was found on the 16th May and a trail camera was installed on a three second �me lapse se�ng.
One of the ﬁeld ornitholigists observed the bird on the nest from a distance the next day; an adult was
on the nest as usual. When they returned to the nest 19th May to check the camera the nest had been
predated. Unfortunately, the trail camera had not picked up the preda�on event as the ba�eries had
unexpectedly run ﬂat a�er 48 hours.

Nest site 18 before preda�on event
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Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 20
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 20

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

24th May

Number of eggs laid

1

Number of eggs hatched

0

Nest site habitat

Semi-improved

Sward height at laying

40-45cm (Juncus tussock amongst 15cm grazed
grass)

Livestock present before/ during laying

Sheep

Livestock present a�er laying

Sheep

Type of surveillance used

None

Outcomes

Broken egg shell found close to nest cup, assumed
predated

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

No

Outcome in 2015

n/a

Other factors

Nest found a�er preda�on

Notes on nest site 20
The ﬁeld ornithologists found this nest empty but with a predated egg within 20 metres of the nest cup.
They had previously observed an adult curlew displaying nes�ng behaviour in that area in the two weeks
leading up to that �me.

Photo of nest site 20 (no eggs were observed in this nest cup)
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Photo of egg remains found within two metres of the nest cup at nest site 20

Curlew Nest Summary: Nest 21
Table of nest data
Data

Nest 21

Date of 1st egg or date nest found

16th May

Number of eggs laid

N/A

Number of eggs hatched

N/A

Nest site habitat

Hay meadow

Sward height at laying

30cm

Livestock present before/ during laying

Sheep

Livestock present a�er laying

Sheep

Type of surveillance used

None

Outcomes

Unknown

Nest in same ﬁeld in 2015?

Yes

Outcome in 2015

Predated at egg stage by a fox (seen on nest camera)

Other factors

Empty well formed nest cup found with no sign of eggs
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Notes on nest site 21
The ﬁeld ornithologists searched this site for an ac�ve nest on several occasions throughout May. They
ﬂushed an adult female curlew which alarm called, indica�ng she had a nest, on these visits. The only
evidence of nes�ng found, however, was an empty scrape. No fragments of any predated eggs were ever
found.

Photo of empty nest cup at nest site 21
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Conclusions
One of the main aims of the project this year was to install cameras on as many nests as possible
and record nest outcomes. The ﬁeld ornithologists were hoping to ﬁnd at least 20 nests, so ﬁnding 21 nests
was a posi�ve outcome. As in 2015, only three nests produced hatched chicks, but none of these reached
the ﬂedging stage. Cameras were installed on 14 of the 21 nests, but four of these cameras failed to record
preda�on events. Cameras were not installed on the remaining seven nests because they did not reach the
full clutch size (at which it is deemed safe to a�empt to install a camera) before they were predated, or, in
the case of two nests, they did not contain eggs while the ﬁeld ornithologists were aware of their existence.
As in 2015, the main factor iden�ﬁed as causing low or zero reproduc�ve success was nest preda�on. Fox
and badger preda�on was recorded (with nest cameras) as the cause of nest-failure for a total of two and
three nests, respec�vely. It was considered highly likely, due to the evidence given by the nest remains,
that badger preda�on was the cause of nest-failure in a further two nests. However, it is possible that these
nests were predated by other Mustellids, as they can leave similar preda�on remains (J.Smart, pers. comm.,
2016). Fox preda�on was considered to be highly likely as the cause of nest-failure in one further nest, due
to the �ming of nest chilling recorded on a Thermachron temperature sensor and the lack of egg fragments
or remains, typical of fox preda�on. One nest was damaged by sheep and then abandoned and another
nest was abandoned for unknown reasons.
A further six nests were considered likely to have been predated by foxes, on the basis of a lack of egg
remains and a clean, undisturbed nest cup, although it must be stressed that this assump�on is based on
purely visual evidence. One nest, which was never found with eggs in the nest cup, was considered likely to
have been predated by corvids, due to the presence of a predated egg close to the nest, which appeared
to have a bill hole in the egg shell. In Europe as a whole, nocturnal mammals such as foxes are the most
signiﬁcant predators of wader nests (MacDonald and Bolton, 2008). Bolton et al.,(2007), also iden�ﬁed nocturnal mammals as the main predator of lapwing nests across the UK. In Northern Ireland foxes have been
iden�ﬁed as the main nest predator of curlew in certain loca�ons (Grant et al., 1999). The preda�on of
grassland wader nests (including curlew) has increased by approximately 40% in western Europe since 1970
(Roodbergen et al., 2012) and popula�on declines in curlew are due to changes in reproduc�ve output
rather than adult survival (Roodbergen, et al., 2012).
Of the three nests that hatched chicks, one chick was killed in an incident with an ATV, the other six chicks
were assumed to have been predated. One of these was thought to have probably been predated by a fox,
as its tag and the metal BTO leg ring were found tucked under a tree in a hedgerow. It must be stressed that
this is specula�ve; the chick could have been predated by other nocturnal mammals. Other than following
chicks on a daily basis and watching for preda�on a�empts, it is diﬃcult to know what the main predators
of chicks are in the study area. One of the ﬁeld ornithologists did visit the area around nest site 4 (where
three chicks were hatched) with a high-quality thermal imaging unit to look for the presence of nocturnal
predators on a casual basis. Two visits were made in May and June, whereby the ﬁelds around the nest site
were walked (staying at least 100 metres from the nest site) to search for the predators. Although several
foxes and badgers were seen on these visits, there is no way of knowing if the predators seen were responsible for chick preda�on and the likelihood of witnessing a preda�on event is very slim. If chicks were taken
by avian predators the signal from the tags could be traced back to their nest site, but this is restricted by
the 400-500 metre maximum range of the tag signals used. Likewise, if the chicks were taken into a fox or
badger burrow it is likely that the signals from the tag would not penetrate through the earth.
Although egg and chick preda�on was the main factor behind zero produc�vity this year, failure due to
agricultural ac�vity could feasibly have been a major factor had farmers not been alerted to the presence
of nests. Had farmers not been made aware of the nests, six nest sites would almost certainly have been
destroyed or damaged due to rolling or mowing, two further nests would have been likely to be damaged
by fer�lizing and muckspreading ac�vi�es. Therefore, if the preda�on factor was removed en�rely, up to
38% of the nests that were monitored could s�ll have failed due to agricultural ac�vity without the project
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highligh�ng nest sites. The mechanical destruc�on of nests during farming ac�vi�es such as spring rolling
and mowing remains a major factor in low produc�vity rates of farmland wader species (Newton, 2004).
Berg. (1992), found that preda�on was the main cause of nest failure for curlew on farmland in Sweden
and nest destruc�on by farming ac�vi�es was the second most common cause of failure, especially early
in the nes�ng period. Conserva�on eﬀorts to improve the produc�vity of curlew in the study area need to
con�nue to aim to remove or reduce this factor alongside reducing predator abundance or reducing the
impact of predators.
Destruc�on by farm animals, such as the curlew nest trampled in our study by sheep, is also a known factor
hindering farmland wader produc�vity. For example, Grant et al., (1999) found that 7% of the curlew nests
monitored in their Northern Ireland study site were trampled by ca�le. This is therefore another factor
eﬀec�ng curlew produc�vity which needs addressing.
This year the three nests that progressed to hatching stage were all fenced with predator proof fences.
None of the nests that were unfenced progressed to hatching. Of those nests not fenced, the longest
lived was predated at least ﬁve days prior to the earliest predicted hatching date, assuming a minimum
incuba�on period of 30 days. Fencing nest sites has been known to achieve improved hatching rates and
ﬂedging rates for several lowland wader species including lapwing and redshank (Rickenbach et al., 2011
& Malpas et al., 2013). Our results suggest that fencing curlew nests allows eggs to progress to hatching
stage. While it is infeasible to fence suﬃciently large areas to protect curlew chicks from ground predators,
fencing nests will at least increase the number of eggs hatching, which is currently one major hurdle in
their life cycle. Fencing could also protect nests in areas that are grazed with livestock, such as the nest in
this study that was damaged by sheep and nests elsewhere in the UK that have been damaged or eaten by
sheep (Fisher & Walker, 2015).
This study also trialled the use of Scoot, a chemical fox deterrent, on three nest sites. This was unsuccessful,
or at least inconclusive, as of the treated nests, one was predated by a fox, one by a badger and one was
fenced with a predator-proof fence. Previous trials to test the eﬃcacy of similar chemical deterrents on
wader nests found that they did not reduce preda�on of ground-nes�ng bird nests (Dü�mann et al.,
2007). There appears to be no posi�ve beneﬁt in trialling this product for a second year. The curlew in the
study area may be old, as there has been no known recruitment of juveniles to the popula�on in the last
two years, therefore these birds may only be capable of a small number of breeding a�empts. If nests are
available to fence, trialling any other form of nest protec�on risks losing the poten�al reproduc�ve output
of a pair of curlew.
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Recommenda�ons for future years following the results of the nest monitoring second
year.
1. Locate chicks and follow their progress. It is clear that more informa�on on chick preda�on,habitat
usage and movements would be beneﬁcial to our understanding of low produc�vity in curlew.
2. Trial tradi�onal preda�on control methodology. This will be carried out as eﬀec�vely and humanely as
possible, focussing on fox control.
3. Ensure an�-predator fences are installed on as many nests as possible. Fencing nests can allow
eggs to progress to hatching stage. With more chicks hatching the likelihood of producing a ﬂedged
juvenile increases.
4. Trial diﬀerent fence designs. Par�cularly if diﬀerent fences would either be quicker to install, require less
maintenance or would be more of a deterrent to predators.
5. Trial erec�ng a fence before a full clutch of eggs is laid to gain evidence of poten�al disturbance
6. Trial leaving an area of grassland un-disturbed and possibly protected by electric fencing to exclude
stock or agricultural opera�ons. Birds are site faithful and start nes�ng in a sward of about 15-20 cm
height. Interven�on could be much reduced by a�rac�ng birds to a suitable nes�ng site and minimising
possible disturbance through interven�ons.
7. Reduce nest surveillance using nest cameras. This would allow more ﬁeld ornithologist �me to be given
to ﬁnding nests and installing fences. Cameras could s�ll be used on nests if there is a lack of predator data
for curlew nests in a speciﬁc area or if landowners are unwilling to fence nests.
8. Train farmers to recognise curlew behaviour and feel more conﬁdent in helping to locate nests. The
produc�on of a training ﬁlm should help with this.
9. Use trained volunteers to help locate nests in speciﬁed loca�ons. This can happen where there are
empathe�c and trus�ng rela�onships between land managers and volunteer bird surveyors volunteers are
conﬁdent and skilled in loca�ng curlew nests.
10. Monitor fence perimeters with cameras. In order to understand how foxes and badgers react to
electric fences and if they are able to breach them. The aim is to establish whether or not a curlew will be
drawn to a similar nest site, protected by a fence on a more suitable sward, reducing disturbance and other
interven�ons in the longer term.
11. Find sponsor to satellite tag two birds known to be breeding on site and con�nue colour ringing at
nearby migratory roos�ng sites. The informa�on will be used to monitor behaviour at breeding �me and
migratory pa�erns.
12. Assess the impact, including any losses to the farmer of reduced agricultural ac�vity in larger areas of
one/two/three ﬁelds where spring agricultural opera�ons occur.
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